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INTRODUCTION: Written Portuguese has been a focus of study among researchers of bilingual approaches. Authors such as Sanches (2001) 

and Skliar (2001) emphasize the true nature  of reading and writing as a reflexive activity, a social practice, and a collective action, very different 

from the notion of literacy as mere de-codification.  

Given the visual characteristic of sign language, it becomes necessary to reflect upon the concept of text, and to distance ourselves from a 

graphocentric notion of writing (Souza, 2001) in order to consider the actions that one can take with and about language (in this case written 

Portuguese) as practices of discourse. (Maingueneau 1987/1989) 

 
OBJECTIVE: To discuss the relation between speech and writing in the literacy acquisition process by children with residual hearing, who use 
speech and sign language.   

 

 It is evident that the child frequently uses speech, due to her residual hearing. However, in the act of reading, the child relies much more 

heavily on sign language, as shown in this attempt to read the word “brincar” [play] (in episodes 24 to 36). 

Despite the close relationship between speech/writing, this act also constitutes a visual phenomenon, primarily in the case of children who 

present hearing impairment and who will use written language, in this case Portuguese, as L2.  

 

Second episode - Identity Project – the children wrote about their personal characteristics. In this activity the child should read his 
own text.  
 
T 74 – Teacher: very good! And here (pointing with her finger to the letters of the next word – eye)? 
T 75 – Paulo: eye 
T 76 – Teacher: eye, (pointing to the next word – brown) 
T 77 – Paulo: don’t remember 
T 78 – Teacher: it should be the color of your eyes, what color are your eyes? 
T 79 – Paulo: white 
T 80 – Teacher: white your eye (pointing to her own eye showing the color of the eye)? 
T 81 – Paulo: brown 
T 82 – Teacher: And here (pointing to the word skin}? 
T 83 – Paulo: white 
T 84 – Teacher: skin, that’s right, white skin 
 

One can observe in the above data that the process of memorization is much stronger than the oral/writing relationship, which would be 

expected considering the child’s residual hearing. This finding is revealed in episodes 76 to 81.  

Conclusion: Only through language is it possible to read the world and, consequently, to read the written word because one does not 

happen without the other. According to GESUELI (2003), with respect to deaf children, the signification of the world happens through sign 

language, whereby it becomes fundamental to the process of learning to read and write and of becoming literate.  

The reading activities of the students mentioned here reveal that the visual aspect of writing is relevant in the construction process, 

primarily due to the fact that the children have an intense visual experience. They recognize words in Portuguese they are familiar with, 

taking into consideration the configuration of the writing as well as sign language.  

We can see from the data that both the child who presents moderate hearing loss, as well as the child with severe hearing loss, search for 

meaning in the text, taking into consideration the visual aspect of the writing, without necessarily basing themselves on the 

phoneme/grapheme relationship.  

In this process of writing construction, sign language provides a foundation for learning Portuguese. The recourse in speech is 

complementary to this process through lip reading or through the articulation of the spoken word by the child him/herself and by the 

hearing teacher.  
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WRITTEN PORTUGUESE AS L2 FOR DEAF CHILDREN: RELATIONS BETWEEN WRITING AND ORAL LANGUAGE 
  

METHODOLOGY AND SUBJECT PROFILE:  This qualitative study was based on the analysis of reading and writing by deaf children between 

the ages of 6 – 10 years old, who were treated at the Rehabilitation Research Center  “Prof. Dr. Gabriel Porto” – CEPRE at the School of Medical 

Sciences at the State University of Campinas, and who were also enrolled in the regular school system.  

Research subjects – two children between the ages of 8 and 9 years old, with hearing parents. Paulo (moderate hearing loss) and Gisele 

(severe/profound hearing loss) make use of sign language, with preference for speech. The names have been changed to protect the identity of 

the children in this study. 

Data transcription – Uppercase was used for signs, parentheses for explanations of procedures or behaviors of the subjects during the session, 

hyphen for dactylology, and lowercase for speech. The episodes were numbered in order to facilitate discussion of the data.    

The speech/writing relation in producing text 

The data was collected during an activity in the context of narrative and identity projects. The Narrative Project used the story: Clara, a ovelhinha 

que falava por sinais [Clara, the lamb that spoke sign language]. After re-telling the story in sign language and also through speech, the children 

collectively re-wrote the story, with the teacher acting as scribe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Identity Project - elaborated on the personal characteristics and favorite foods of each child. In the first Project we made a list of words from 

the text that the group had previously written, and we asked the children to color only those words they were able to identify. Then we asked 

each child to read the words they had selected from the list. 

We observe the first episode: 

T24 – Teacher: (points to the word “brincar” [play] and asks): and this one? 
T25 – Gisele: This?  
T26 – Gisele: (places her hand on her chin and gazes upwards, in an expression of uncertainty and remains silent) 
T27 – Teacher: (pointing to the first syllable): Brin…  
T28 – Gisele: huh? 
T29 – Teacher: (repeats the sound) Brin… 
T 30 – Gisele: AMIGO [FRIEND] 
T31 - Teacher: (repeats the sound) Brin… 
T32 – Gisele: Brin… 
T33 – Teacher: Brin… 
T34 – Gisele: ami… 
T35 – Teacher: Brin… (and makes just the hand configuration of the sign for play) 
T36 – Gisele? Ah! brincar, BRINCAR. 

 


